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 The players with the most goals are Michael Owen of Stoke City and Hernán Crespo of Lazio, who have scored 26 goals. These
two players also have the most wins, with 23. The top goalkeepers are Hélder Postiga of Porto and Christian Abbou of Metz.

Abbou is also tops in saves, with 150. Scoring Winners and losers - goal difference The following are the players on the scoring
leaderboard (listed alphabetically). Players in bold are top goalscorers. Numbers in parentheses are total goals scored throughout
the season. Players are listed in chronological order of dates of first appearance. Top goalscorers Top assists The following are
the players on the top assists leaderboard (listed alphabetically). Players in bold are top assistors. Numbers in parentheses are
total assists scored throughout the season. Players are listed in chronological order of dates of first appearance. International

caps Player of the month Player of the season Nasser Al-Shamrani of Olympique Lyonnais won the 2006–07 BBC Goal of the
Season for his goal against West Ham United. See also Goal of the Year References External links Official website (archive)
Category:2006–07 in English football Category:Association football goal awards Category:Football League TrophyQ: How to

get text from LabelBox with tag=1 from MS Word-Addin How to get text from LabelBox with tag=1 from MS Word-Addin. I
try use var txt = Word.ActiveDocument.Fields[Word.WdFieldType.wdFieldTitle].Range.Text; But I can't get text, becouse

Range.Text return to me A: The label in the Document is invisible. To get its actual text content, you can retrieve it from the
invisible layer. First set the layer to the visible layer by selecting it, var layer =

wordApplication.ActiveDocument.SavedLayers[1]; Then you can get the layer properties and get its text. // Get layer tag int
layerTag = layer.Tag; // Get layer 82157476af
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